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‘Tea Time’ Episode 37: Post Vaccine Syndrome Protocol With Dr. Pierre Kory + Dr. Paul Marik

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In the "Tea Time" episode above, Drs. Pierre Kory and Paul Marik review the Frontline COVID-19

Critical Care Alliance (FLCCC) protocol for those injured by the COVID jabs. They also discuss

what's in the shots, their lack of safety and eMcacy, adverse events, and the controversial issue of

"shedding."

Kory and Marik are both part of the FLCCC, which was founded in 2020 to share early treatment

protocols for COVID-19. Kory is an ICU specialist, triple board certiRed in internal medicine, critical

care and pulmonary medicine. He now runs a private tele-health practice specializing in the

treatment of COVID-19, so-called "long-COVID" and vaccine injuries.

Marik is one of the most-published ICU specialists in the world, and best known for his vitamin C

protocol for sepsis. The FLCCC's protocol for COVID is known as the MATH+ protocol, which has

undergone multiple revisions over the course of the pandemic.

Now, as injuries from the COVID jab are stacking up, they've also added a post-vaccine treatment

called I-RECOVER,  which you can download from covid19criticalcare.com in several different

languages.

A Pandemic of Serious Vaccine Injuries

"My heart is so broken, I cannot keep quiet anymore," Marik said, choking back tears during a

Children's Health Defense hearing in Ohio where several vaccine injured patients also shared their

tragic journeys. "This is a humanitarian crisis! These people are suffering. This is real disease."

Patients injured by the COVID jab repeatedly report receiving no help when they go to the hospital.

There's seemingly no help anywhere. This must change. We have to face the fact that we now have

an unrecognized epidemic of vaccine injury.

At present, there are no specialized vaccine injury clinics, but eventually, there probably will be. In

the meantime, the FLCCC is sharing their I-RECOVER  protocol with the world, with the hopes that

doctors will begin to take those with COVID jab injuries seriously and treat them appropriately.

As noted by Kory, COVID-19 is no longer an emergency. The real emergency now is the continued

use of the COVID "vaccines," because they're creating injuries on a level that is truly alarming and

unprecedented.

He also cites life insurance data showing historic rises in excess mortality among young people,

and those data are supported by vaccine injuries reported to the U.S. Vaccine Adverse Event

Reporting System (VAERS) as well. According to Kory, estimates suggest some 500,000 Americans

may have lost their lives to these shots.

Data also show highly "vaccinated" and boosted nations are now experiencing record case and

death rates from COVID compared to countries with low injection rates.

What's in the Shots?

The short answer to that question is, "we have no idea," and that puts medical professionals in a

very precarious position. Since they do not know they're giving their patients, they can't even make

educated recommendations based on the patient's medical history, allergies and so on.

While the manufacturers have revealed some of the ingredients — such as mRNA, PEG and

nanolipid particles — investigations have discovered things in the shots that aren't indicated by the

manufacturer. One such ingredient is graphene oxide, which can be seen under an electron

microscope, but isn't on the list of ingredients. Other unknown contaminants have also been found.

What's more, while we know the shots contain "mRNA," we have no way of knowing exactly what

that mRNA is designed to do, or might accidentally do. As noted by Marik, it's been genetically

altered, so it's not a direct copy of the mRNA found in the SARS-CoV-2 virus, but aside from that, we

cannot be sure about its makeup.

Marik also points out the PRzer data shows there are distinct differences in side effects depending

on the lot you get. So, all lots are not the same. This basically makes it impossible to make

deRnitive assertions about the ingredients, as any given lot may or may not contain them. The

amount of any given ingredient may also vary.

Is the COVID Shot Safe and Effective?

When media and health oMcials say the shots are safe and effective, what does that actually

mean? As noted by Kory, "safe and effective" is NOT a statement about a scientiRc conclusion.

They're "neither safe nor effective," he says.

The "safe and effective" claim is simply propaganda and meets the deRnition of false information,

because the data "backing" the safe and effective narrative completely ignore the adverse event

data.

Kory notes we have documents showing the Department of Health and Human Services paid $1

billion to media companies to advertise the jabs. We also have evidence that Rrst-tier journals are

rejecting analyses of injuries. So, they're very selective about what they publish.

Direct-to-consumer prescription drug ads accounted for $6 billion in spending alone in 2016, which

amounted to 4.6 million ads, including 663,000 television commercials, mostly for high-cost

biologics and cancer immunotherapies.  It may be close to $10 billion now as that statistic is 6

years old. We know it is at LEAST $7 billion as the government kicked in $1 billion for COVID

propaganda.

Public health agencies have also been very selective about the data they publish in order to protect

the narrative. Health agencies in Scotland and the U.S., for example, suddenly stopped publishing

data when the trend turned against the COVID shots and ineffectiveness and harms were becoming

apparent.

Still, VAERS' data reveal these jabs have caused more harm in 18 months than all other vaccines on

the market, combined, over the past three decades. Raw data from the PRzer trial — which were

analyzed by experts after PRzer and the Food and Drug Administration were sued and forced to

release them — also show they were unsafe and associated with an increased risk for death from

the start, and both PRzer and the FDA knew it.

According to Marik, Moderna and PRzer also manipulated their eMcacy data to make the shots

appear far better than they actually were. Recalculations have found the initial eMcacy was actually

more like 12%, not 95% as claimed, Marik says.

Negative EFcacy Demonstrated

Not only did the shots fail to live up to their initial claims of effectiveness, but we're now Rnding

they even have negative eMcacy. As explained by Kory, negative eMcacy means that if you have

received the shot and are exposed to COVID, you are more likely to get sick, not less likely,

compared to someone who is unvaccinated.

According to Kory, negative eMcacy is demonstrated in several different data sources, including

Walgreens, which created its own COVID tracker database for patients getting their tests and shots

at Walgreens. Its data show COVID-jabbed individuals are testing positive for COVID at far higher

rates than the unjabbed, and those who got their last shot Rve months or more ago have the highest

risk.

As you can see in the screenshot from Walgreens' COVID-19 tracker  below, during the week of May

31 through June 6, 2022, 24.4% of unvaccinated individuals who got tested for COVID got a positive

result. Of those who had gotten just one COVID shot, the positivity rate was 31.6%.

Of those who received two doses Rve months or more ago, 34.3% tested positive, and of those who

received a third dose Rve months or more ago, the positive rate was 38.5%. "I'm very, very

concerned for those who have been vaccinated and boosted," Kory says.

Data from the U.K. Health Security Agency also show that the boosted now have three to four times

higher COVID case rates, compared to the unvaccinated, and this is true for all age groups except

children under 18.  They're also at greater risk of repeated COVID infections.

Do the COVID Shots 'Shed'?

What about "vaccine shedding"? Marik admits to being extremely doubtful about the idea of spike

protein shedding when he Rrst heard about it, but has since changed his mind. He's now convinced

that it does happen, even though we do not yet fully understand the mechanism behind it.

He cites a study that looked at unvaccinated children of parents who had received the injections.

The parents all had an antibody against the spike protein in their noses, and surprisingly, a large

percentage of the unvaccinated children did as well. "So, somehow, the antibody is getting from the

parent to the child," he says.

Another concept that might explain it is that of exosomes. Exosomes are lipid particles that

circulate in your blood. They're also found in the nose and lungs. If you've received the COVID jab,

you're going to have circulating exosomes with spike protein on them, so it's not inconceivable that

you might spread these exosomes via nasal discharge or even just through breathing. "You could

exhale these exosomes," Marik says, "which are then inhaled [by others]."

Kory also points out that in the PRzer trial, they included a "very curious exclusion criteria." Anyone

in the same household as someone who had received the shot was excluded from the trial, which

suggests they may have been concerned about some sort of transfer or shedding.

Anecdotally, he has also encountered many unvaccinated patients, primarily women, who report

severe disruptions to their menstrual cycles after coming into close contact (although not

necessarily intimate contact) with someone who had recently received the jab.

Post-Jab Avalanche of Rare Diseases

Regardless of where the spike protein comes from — the virus itself, the shot or close contact

shedding — it's clear it can have wide-ranging adverse effects. The jab itself, however, is the most

problematic, as your body is continuously producing this toxic protein, and we still don't know if that

production ever shuts off.

As previously predicted, we're now starting to see a rapid rise in a number of conditions, including

previously very rare ones. Among them, hepatitis among young children, appendicitis and several

rare forms of cancer, some of which are extremely aggressive and fast-moving.

“ Post-jab cancer proliferation is not all that
surprising, as several of the mechanisms of the jabs
degrade your immune function, and your immune
system is your first line of defense against all
disease, including cancer.”

In late 2021, Dr. Ryan Cole, a pathologist, reported seeing a 20-fold increase in endometrial cancer,

as well as a "massive uptick" in autoimmune diseases.  (Not surprisingly, he's now accused of

misdiagnosing two patients with cancers they never had in order to support a false claim. )

According to Kory, post-jab cancer proliferation is not all that surprising, as several of the

mechanisms of the jabs degrade your immune function, and your immune system is your Rrst line

of defense against all disease, including cancer.

Marik also points out that the spike protein is "profoundly toxic" in and of itself as well, and

interferes with cancer suppressing genes. "So, there's no doubt that the spike protein causes an

increase in the risk of cancer," he says. "The problem is, what do you do about it? How do you get rid

of the spike?"

Two Strategies to Eliminate Spike Protein

Marik and Kory believe there may be ways to boost the immune system to allow it to degrade and

eventually remove the spike from your cells. One of the strategies they recommend for this is TRE

(time restricted easting), which stimulates autophagy, a natural cleaning process that eliminates

damaged, misfolded and toxic proteins.

In many ways Marik is a fairly rigid conventional physician who is simply unaware of many effective

therapies natural physicians use. One major omission he is unaware of is sauna therapy. This is

especially true when combined with TRE, as it will radically increase autophagy and heat shock

proteins which will address the prion like diseases recently reported with COVID jabs and as

predicted last year by MIT research scientist Stephanie Seneff.

Infrared saunas are clearly the best saunas out there as I detail in my epic article on sauna earlier

this year. One of the primary reasons is the increase in mitochondrial melatonin.

Ivermectin also binds to the spike protein, thereby facilitating its removal. As noted by Marik, the

best advice is to avoid the spike protein in the Rrst place. Don't take the COVID jab, and if you get

COVID-19, treat it early and aggressively.

The spike protein is toxic regardless of whether it comes from the natural infection or the injection.

Early and aggressive treatment will lower your spike protein load, thereby reducing your risk of

long-COVID.

Kory stresses that, at present, they still do not know the exact correct dose for ivermectin. When

prescribed for long-COVID and vaccine injury, he monitors the patient and adjusts the dosage based

on individual response. That said, he typically starts patients out at a mid-range dose of 0.3

milligrams per kilogram of bodyweight, daily.

Now, he's noticed that when it comes to ivermectin, there are responders and nonresponders. It

works exceptionally well for some, while beneRts are negligible in others. That said, a majority of

patients do tend to experience a beneRt. The length of treatment is also highly variable.

As for safety, it's been used for over 50 years  and has a remarkably robust safety proRle. We now

also have a large-scale Brazilian study in which patients received ivermectin for four days every

month for six months. Curiously, not only was COVID incidence dramatically reduced, but kidney

and liver function actually improved with this treatment. Marik also dismisses claims that

ivermectin can be harmful to your liver, saying it's actually used to treat fatty liver disease.

So, overall, "we have not seen a safety signal ... with long-term use," Kory says. "Some of that is

published data, and some of it is just our experience with treating patients." Marik adds, "It's one of

the safest medications ... even when taken in high doses appropriately."

FLCCC Vaccine Injury Protocol: First Line Therapies

The full Rrst line protocol for vaccine injury is as follows. Keep in mind, however, that the treatment

must be individualized to the symptoms of each patient. As explained by Marik, the patient's

response will determine future treatment and adjunct therapies. These are not symptom speciRc

but rather listed in order of importance:

Time Restricted Eating or periodic daily fasts. Fasting has a profound effect on promoting

immune system homeostasis, partly by stimulating the removal of damaged cells and

mitochondria and clearing misfolded and foreign proteins. Intermittent fasting likely has an

important role in promoting the breakdown and elimination of the spike protein. Fasting is

contraindicated in patients under 18 (impairs growth) and during pregnancy and breastfeeding.

Patients with diabetes, as well as those with serious underlying medical conditions, should

consult their primary care provider prior to fasting, as changes in their medications may be

required and these patients require close monitoring.

Ivermectin — 0.2 to 0.3 mg/kg, daily for up to 4 to 6 weeks. Ivermectin has potent anti-

inoammatory properties. It also binds to the spike protein, aiding in the elimination by the host.

It is likely that ivermectin and intermittent fasting act synergistically to rid the body of the spike

protein.

Ivermectin is best taken with or just following a meal for greater absorption. A trial of ivermectin

should be considered as Rrst line therapy. It appears that patients can be grouped into two

categories: i) ivermectin responders and ii) ivermectin nonresponders.

This distinction is important, as the latter are more diMcult to treat and require more aggressive

therapy. Due to the possible drug interaction between quercetin and ivermectin, these drugs

should not be taken simultaneously (i.e., should be staggered morning and night).

Low dose naltrexone (LDN) — Begin with 1 mg/day and increase to 4.5 mg/day, as required. May

take 2 to 3 months to see full effect. LDN has been demonstrated to have anti-inoammatory,

analgesic and neuromodulating properties.

Melatonin — 2 to 6 mg slow release/extended release prior to bedtime. Melatonin has anti-

inoammatory and antioxidant properties and is a powerful regulator of mitochondrial function.

The dose should be started at 750 mcg (μg) to 1 mg at night and increased as tolerated.

Patients who are slow metabolizers may have very unpleasant and vivid dreams with higher

doses.

Aspirin — 81 mg/day. (Please note: I do not agree with the routine use of aspirin, and

recommend proteolytic enzymes such as lumbrokinase and serrapeptase on an empty stomach

instead. Both serve to digest unwanted proteins in your blood, like blood clots.

They also help combat inoammation and rebalance your immune system, facilitating the

removal of inoammatory proteins, removing Rbrin — a clotting material that restricts blood oow

and prolongs inoammation — reducing edema in inoamed regions, and boosting the potency of

macrophages and killer cells.)

Vitamin C — 1000 mg orally three to four times a day. Vitamin C has important anti-

inoammatory, antioxidant, and immune-enhancing properties, including increased synthesis of

type I interferons. Avoid in patients with a history of kidney stones. Oral Vitamin C helps

promote growth of protective bacterial populations in the microbiome.

It is important to note that these high doses are a pharmaceutical application of vitamin C and

NOT recommended for daily use. It is far better to use whole food vitamin C and not ascorbic

acid for daily use. I actually will be speaking with Dr. Marik and Korey September 9 and 10 at a

vitamin C conference  in Clearwater, Florida. If you come to the event you will be able to meet

me personally there.

Vitamin D and Vitamin K2 — A dose of 4,000 to 5,000 units/day of vitamin D, together with

vitamin K2 100 mcg/day is a reasonable starting dose. The dose of Vitamin D should be

adjusted according to the baseline vitamin D level.

Quercetin — 250 to 500 mg/day (or mixed oavonoids). Flavonoids have broad spectrum anti-

inoammatory properties, inhibit mast cells, and have been demonstrated to reduce

neuroinoammation.

Due to a possible drug interaction between quercetin and ivermectin, these drugs should not be

taken simultaneously (i.e., should be staggered morning and night). The use of quercetin has

rarely been associated with hypothyroidism.

The clinical impact of this association may be limited to those individuals with preexistent

thyroid disease or those with subclinical thyroidism. Quercetin should be used with caution in

patients with hypothyroidism and TSH levels should be monitored.

Nigella Sativa — 200 to 500 mg twice daily. It should be noted that thymoquinone (the active

ingredient of Nigella sativa) decreases the absorption of cyclosporine and phenytoin. Patients

taking these drugs should, therefore, avoid taking Nigella sativa. Furthermore, two cases of

serotonin syndrome have been reported in patients taking Nigella sativa who underwent general

anesthesia (probable interaction with opiates).

Probiotics/prebiotics — Patients with post-vaccine syndrome classically have a severe

dysbiosis with loss of BiRdobacterium. KeRr is a highly recommended nutritional supplement

high in probiotics.

Magnesium — 500 mg/day.

Omega-3 fatty acids — DHA/EPA 4 g/day. Omega-3 fatty acids play an important role in the

resolution of inoammation by inducing resolvin production.

FLCCC Second Line Therapies for Vaccine Injury

Adjunctive and/or second line therapies in the FLCCC's vaccine injury protocol are:

Hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) — 200 mg twice daily for 1–2 weeks, then reduce as tolerated to 200

mg/day. HCQ is the preferred second line agent.

HCQ is a potent immunomodulating agent, and is considered the drug of choice for systemic

lupus erythematosus (SLE), where it has been demonstrated to reduce mortality from this

disease. Thus, in patients with positive autoantibodies or where autoimmunity is suspected to

be a prominent underlying mechanism, HCQ should be considered earlier.

Further, it should be noted that SLE and post-vaccine syndrome have many features in common.

HCQ is safe in pregnancy; indeed, this drug has been used to treat preeclampsia. With long term

usage, the dose should be reduced (100 or 150 mg/day) in patients weighing less than 61 kg

(135 lbs).

Intravenous vitamin C — 25 g weekly, together with oral Vitamin C 1000 mg (1 gram) 2–3 times

per day. High dose IV vitamin C is "caustic" to the veins and should be given slowly over 2–4

hours.

Furthermore, to assess patient tolerability the initial dose should be between 7.5–15 g. Total

daily doses of 8–12 g have been well-tolerated, however chronic high doses have been

associated with the development of kidney stones, so the duration of therapy should be limited.

Wean IV vitamin C as tolerated.

Non-invasive brain stimulation (NIBS) — NIBS using transcranial direct current stimulation or

transcranial magnetic stimulation has been demonstrated to improve cognitive function in

patients with long COVID as well as other neurological diseases. NIBS is painless, extremely

safe, and easy to administer. It is a recognized therapy offered by many Physical Medicine and

Rehabilitation Centers. Patients may also purchase an FDA-approved device for home use.

Fluvoxamine — Start on a low dose of 12.5 mg/day and increase slowly as tolerated.

"Mitochondrial energy optimizer" with pyrroloquinoline quinone (e.g., Life Extension Energy

Optimizer or ATP 360®).

N-acetyl cysteine (NAC) — 600–1500 mg/day.

Low dose corticosteroid — 10–15 mg/day prednisone for three weeks. Taper to 10 mg/day and

then 5 mg/day, as tolerated.

Behavioral modi_cation, mindfulness therapy, and psychological support — May help improve

patient's overall well-being and mental health. Suicide is a real problem in the vaccine-injured

patient. Support groups and consultation with mental health professionals are important.

Tai Chi and Yoga — Tai Chi, a health-promoting form of traditional Chinese martial art, has

shown to be beneRcial for preventing and treating diseases including long COVID. Yoga has

immunomodulating properties that may be beneRcial in vaccine-injured patients.

It should be noted that long COVID is characterized by severe post-exertional fatigue and/or

worsening of symptoms, therefore patients should be counseled to moderate exertion,

increasing slowly only as tolerated.

Examples of third line therapies and other potential remedies include hyperbaric oxygen therapy,

whole body vibration therapy, cold hydrotherapy, nutraceuticals such as dandelion and broccoli

sprout powder and carbon 60 (C60 fullerenes). For the full list, see the I-RECOVER Post-Vaccine

Treatment Protocol  available on covid19criticalcare.com.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

6,600 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Dr Mercola, thank you for writing this important and heartening, informative article. Heartening because of all the solutions and the

scientiRc facts to back them. Gratitude! A) I ask the question, would medicinal mushrooms, which support Th1 immunity and aid the

body's ability to activate macrophages, which eat up cancer cells.....be wise and indicated post-covid + Jab? The reason for the question

concerns immune system balance, and which way the scales are tipped post COVID and also, for people who are interested post

"vaccine". B) I can no longer Rnd the study on Pubmed, done by UC Berkeley, in which amphibians exposed to the tiniest, most subclinical

and almost undetectable levels of mixed chemicals/pesticides, showed greater amounts and worse birth defects than those which were

exposed to a higher level of one single chemical.

So no matter how residual the dosage, when the chemicals were mixed, the results proved to be far more noxious. It would be very

interesting to read articles about this and similar studies. C) The reason for my question in B) is because of the mixed ingredients in the

"vaccines". If people think that "oh the manufacturers are not listing certain ingredients because the dosage is so negligible, it will not

make any difference", they may indeed be very, very wrong.

Could low-dose additives induce cancer and other serious matters which are now spiking post COVID "vaccine" ? (To hide the ingredients

is criminal, a form of bodily assault, stacked with coercion,= virtual gunpointing). D) Last but not least, Thank you so much Dr Mercola, Dr

Marik and Dr Kory for speaking out despite all pressure and all perils. You are wonderful, strong, ethical people with a spine and critically

thinking brains, concerned about human wellbeing. We appreciate you and we applaud! Never forget the support you have from the

community, especially when facing the agenda-crazed agents serving the powers-that-be. Appreciation, once again! :-)
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Thank you for bringing up an important issue, Facts. To search through this article and take note of the many Facts we here have

"  #  $  
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FLCCC Treatment Protocol for Vaccine Injured
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

COVID-19 is clearly no longer an emergency. The real emergency now is the continued use of the COVID “vaccines,” because they’re creating

injuries on a level that is truly alarming and unprecedented. VAERS data reveal the COVID jabs have caused more harm in 18 months than all

other vaccines on the market, combined, over the past three decades

)

Raw data from the PRzer trial also show the shots were associated with an increased risk for death from the start, and both PRzer and the

FDA knew it

)

Data also show highly “vaccinated” and boosted nations are now experiencing record case and death rates from COVID compared to

countries with low injection rates

)

We’re now Rnding the COVID shots have negative eMcacy, meaning, if you have received the shot and are exposed to COVID, you are more

likely to get sick, not less likely, compared to someone who is unvaccinated

)

The Frontline COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance (FLCCC) has developed a protocol for those injured by the COVID jabs called I-RECOVER,

which you can download from covid19criticalcare.com in several different languages

)
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Thank you for bringing up an important issue, Facts. To search through this article and take note of the many Facts we here have

witnessed, discussed are unfound, nearly void in Legacy, MSM media. If mentioned at all, labeled Anti-vaxxer's Alternative Facts.

Somewhere and very early in the Plandemic Campaign the meme Alternative Facts label was picked up and promoted heavily. With

so much information blocked, scrubbed and worst of all a narrow focus on an individual by Internet Tech sources, the term carries

a negative image implying - we - just make up the facts we want.

As more Freedom of Information Data slowly drips out, admittedly quicker than the 75 years Predator Global Monopoly Big Pharma

wanted, their own facts, at least the ones they've not redacted strongly show it is they who have just made many things up.

Sometimes oip oopping to suit whatever way the wind was blowing at the time. To paint a cartoon character having Alternative

Facts leans heavy on the Alternative and ignores we are actually revealing ADDITIONAL FACTUAL INFORMATION needed to be put

into the mix to move to healthy choices. Additional & critical FACTS.

The Global WEF/Gates/Fauci fraud facts timeline, found in an earlier post. May 2021 95% Protection Jun 70% Protection Jul 50%

Protection Aug No protection, but reduces the spread Sep Doesn't reduce the spread, but reduces the severity Oct Doesn't reduce

the severity, but reduces hospitalizations Nov doesn't reduce hospitalizations, but you aren't going to die Dec you die, but you go to

heaven. Oh well what can we do? Facts are such stubborn things, unless Predator$ keep enough of the general public from ever

seeing them in the Rrst place.
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cat86887
Joined On 11/9/2017 5:28:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To juststeve's point about Alternative Facts, I've noticed for a long time that you can tell what the radical left is up to by what they

accuse conservatives of doing.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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JustSteve, t hank you. A) What you say underscores the fact that those who point Rngers, are once again, projecting their own

shadow. We need to turn the tables on them, and thank you Just, for illustrating it so beautifully! B) As I see it, the term "Anti vaxx"

is nothing more than a way to say "how dare you ask any questions about the vax!" Heh??? As if people have no right?? to ask

questions....period....let alone about something affecting their health, with unknown (and frankly deeply foreseeable) side

effects!!?? I don't "buy" that, and I am inclined to call that one out, straight to peoples' face.

Accept no nonsense! this is BS! It is nothing more than an agenda craze. C) Don't people recognize that when a speech is canned,

it is coached? D) What if those pointing the Rngers, were the very ones to suffer the side effects or god forbid, even death that

others have suffered post-vax? E) Further, I predict that with the illnesses and deaths, people are going to realize what they did.

And it will be too late, but they will certainly learn to question authority and to not point Rngers at those they look down on. Those

who think someone else is silly, is silly themselves.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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It goes both ways, Red, Blue, facts don't care what party we belong to any more than a legitimate virus does. Ve haf penetrated all

gov'ts, ja, WEF, Klaus Schwab. Global Predator Monopolies have taken over the reins in gov'ts across the world, & in the States. The

front presented to us shows us two doors, yet the two-color guards guide all to the same slaughterhouse feeding the Parasitic

Predator$ our lives, down to our basic necessities to create more Power & Control. The Predator Locomotive is too big to take on

directly, if anything positive is to come, it will come from the Local to build and Rnd ways despite our real & necessary differences

to Rnd our Real & Correct Center where real issues can be positively addressed. Und, if ve can penetrate all areas of gov't's

throughout der vorld, can ve not penetrate all areas & und industries, media, institutions? Ja?
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warriormom
Joined On 10/2/2008 3:08:00 PM
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Love this critical thinking! As a new parent it seemed obvious to me when considering vaccines for my babies that you would need

to know everything in the vaccine. Heavy metals are acumulative and no one seemed to understand that or could justify the

ingredients in all those separate jabs. Now they are adding more jabs to those developing brains. We have no idea of the

ramiRcations of these jabs on children.
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Hear! Hear!
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Juststeve, we are on the same page! Agendas, and not so very nice....

Warriormom, thank you for weighing in! Nobody can advise anybody else, and I am not here to do that, and I am not a doctor. I will

offer the purely generic information, based on which others consult trusted integrative medical physicians and then draw their own

conclusions, that babies' detox enzymes are less proliRc than an adult's. So their detox system is less developed. This is widely

known. And I think the powers that be, know that. If they don't consider it, either they are so ignorant that they should not be in their

positions, or they are agenda based, and the agenda may not be so benign as stated. Ignorance, as you say, is not always bliss!

You really are a warrior and we kuddo you!

JenJen, thank you!

Cat, thank you for weighing in with your thoughts and feelings. This is a great forum with great people! I look forward to reading

what everybody has to say. Thank you all!
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I cannot speak speciRcally about low dose additives, but do know the following to be true. When there are combinations of toxins

in the body, their effect may be exponential rather than linear. In the case of exposure to radioactivity, low level radiation can be

extremely harmful to infants and young children. I am not sure if the risk is as high as some higher exposures levels, but I do know

it is signiRcant.  I calculated my risk mathematically for my diagnosis of breast cancer. Since physical units cannot be exactly

correlated to biological units, I used equivalencies rather than equalities. Even so, by my rough calculations, my exposure at age 2

was similar to smoking 9 cigarettes a day. Hardly surprising that I was diagnosed with cancer. What is truly amazing, though, is the

resilience of the human body, it's ability to remain cancer free for so long and then recover when given appropriate support.
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Almond, you are amazing! And thank you for the wonderful and interesting info. All best wishes!
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Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM
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A few facts re; Vit C/ascorbic acid....Vitamin C is a simple molecule similar to glucose. Therapeutic doses should be "to bowel tolerance"

up to every 3-4 hours and likely between 4-10 Grams/per dose. Like with IV Vit C, sodium ascorbate is used/not super acidic pure C in

oral megadosing. Pure Vit C/ascorbic acid is Rzzed with half as much baking soda in a few ounces of water to yield sodium ascorbate

used in oral megadosing. Megadose quantities are impossible to attain via food sources. "Whole food" Vit C is the same ascorbic acid

molecule, only accompanied by oavonoids and other antioxidant polyphenols...yes very nice, expensive.

Lesser doses of Vit C act as an anti-oxidant electron source to oppose oxidative stress/inoammation and help power our "electrical"

organisms, glands and immune response. But in Megadose, Vit C generates pro-oxidant H2O2, the body's natural immune ammo to

destroy pathogens/cancers/cell debris. This is why nebulizing H2O2 is so effective as are other oxidizers like O3 and MMS chlorite. The

"whole food Vit C" idea has been ooated by supplement salesman for decades saying ascorbic acid is not "real Vit C" an obvious

falsehood. Flooding the system with antioxidant electrons charge-neutralizes positive pathogens/metals/toxins for elimination.

It is of great beneRt to consider charge terrain in system biochemistry... .45 V/pH 7.45 is needed for cell replication, oxygen saturation,

charge separation and the oow of materials and chi throughout the system. Metabolism, mineral electrolytes, antioxidant inputs...as well

as heat/light/sound which raise system potential via charge-separated EZ Water drive all living organisms. Viewed through the

electrical-context, essential conditions for life are exposed and elements of successful healing simpliRed.

zx4.bc9.myftpupload.com/forum-comments
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NAC like MSM, RALA, sulfur containing eggs/onions/garlic/brassicas are needed for glutathione formation, sulfation of Vit D and

maintaining a well charged electrical terrain...Best used with Vit C in appropriate doses. NAC is also critical for liver function...and

works quickly when nebulized for all pulmonary improvement..... FDA hates Vit C and NAC like it forbids ivermectin, HCQ, MMS

chlorite, ozone/HBOT therapies, etc... which should tell you that pharma wants to keep you sick and buying their crap pills. I hope

the "Vitamin C Conference" explores the electrical nature of life and supplies simpliRed DIY protocols...since I wasn't invited.
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Great! Thanks for the link. Wondering if nebulized H2O2 is helpful for asthma too?
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Hi Capt'n Redox Detox: love your electrical description(s)...Here's another tidbit you may want to pursue further, seems it has

speciRc but mostly(?) overlooked nerve, skin, heart, bone, liver, diabetes, and more beneRts. Here's a link:

"tocotrienol.org/en/health-beneRts-tocotrienols-skin-heart-health/  "

tocotrienol.org/en/health-beneRts-tocotrienols-skin-heart-health/   - this is my latest addition and still ramping up. Not enough

time to be conclusive, but potentially rebuilding liver cells? Whoa Nelly!
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evedawn...Yes deRnitely, add probiotics, minerals, etc....
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Joined On 8/17/2006 1:23:38 PM
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COVID nonsense was NEVER an emergency to begin with. It was ONLY an emergency to the Dems that used it to INCREASE their power,

just as they want to use the now faked uvalde shooting to increase gun control and get one step closer to FULL ON gun conRscation

because they KNOW they CAN'T proceed with their NWO plans for the destruction of the USA and world while the entire American

population is sooo well armed n  NEVER GIVE THEM UP!  The beauty of the Second Amendment is that it will not be needed until they try

to take it." - Thomas Jefferson. Buffalo SHOOTING CLEARLY faked rumble.com/v17yvrc-mass-shooting-fakery-buffalo.html  "When

governments fear the people, there is liberty. When the people fear the government, there is tyranny.  The strongest reason for the people

to retain the right to bear arms is, as a last resort, to protect themselves against tyranny in government" - T. Jefferson
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"Solutions" to a problem that never should have existed to begin with! The criminal cartels continue to do whatever they want; IE:

destroying lives! Discussing these topics day after day, isn't going to change anything - ever! The perpetrators all need to be rounded up

and exterminated - for the good of humanity! -- BTW; evidently, most people still have no clue that "humanity" is being 'transformed'! Do

you really believe that the nanobot shots were created to Rght some phantom virus? TIME IS SHORT!
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Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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One for the money, two for the show, three to get ready! "Data In: PRzer, Moderna Release Study Results for Kids 6 Mos to 4 Yrs,

Children Will Die" - - - www.bitchute.com/.../lUDXJGTst76m
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They're already dying!
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I saw a youtube with an MD who also sees auras, saying that certain spirit bodies in the aura, may in some cases separate after the

COVID19 "vaccines". This he said, causes emotional distancing, coldness, hostility toward one's fellow humankind. Of course there is

always a physiological/medical reoection of what is going on with the spirit bodies, and vice versa: A real chicken-egg relationship. So

the separated spirit bodies would indicate something physical was going on. And I do question whether or not some people I know and

others I have observed, might be suffering this serious "Side effect", better known as extraordinary damage leading to personality

changes. I have seen aggression, lack of empathy, and other similar things where this had previously *Never!* been the case. I have not

seen this in most people who have been vaxed, but I have seen it in just a few. To stress again, they had not been this way prior to the vax.

Very concerning.
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Recently, while I was in a shopping area, I saw a kid I would estimate to be about seven years old, clenching his teeth and

tightening his jaw as he spoke to his older sib: "I am going to have to kill myself instead of killing you!" The sibling responded by

hugging the younger, aggressive boy, who responded by bending his elbow and threatening to dig in, exclaiming "GIT!" (out of

here). The mother said "get away from the edge of the sidewalk, it is not safe!" (cars coming) and the younger kid proceeded to

walk right toward the oncoming traMc, venturing close to yet off the sidewalk, partway into the street....Now I have NEVER seen

any kid, not a single one, act like this....never! This is rare, exceedingly rare!

how does this happen in one so young ?I wondered if he might be inouenced by TV et al, or by the jab, or by toxins, detox

compromise, or a combination of all. But when I looked at his eyes, it was more than just the glare of a temporary tantrum. It was

the soul of a harsh spirit, and a completely empty one, eerie. This kid at least appeared to have a dark soul. The sibling seemed

Rne and the mother seemed very kind and gentle with the kids. I just could not believe my eyes or my ears. I wondered: What is

going on in that physique, and could it be that the jab had something to do with it? One can only speculate, being a stranger and

onlooker, but I truly did have to wonder, considering the rarity of this behavior in any person, let alone in one so young.
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Umearai
Joined On 2/10/2021 3:56:17 AM
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Omg, I've noticed this as well! I cannot see auras but I can sense people's vibration and just yesterday as I sat in my desk at the

oMce, an old colleague who previously had a tendency to seem arrogant (might have been insecurity anyway) now exuded hatred.

She looked at me with the most evil eye and it shocked me. Immediately, we must call for God's protection from this darkness that

is overtaking those who have been deceived (wilfully or not). We must not allow anybody to rob us of our peace!
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jesus warned of this happening in the end of days in Matthew 24 And because iniquity shall abound, the love of many shall wax

cold. Matthew 24:12 I remember hearing the testimony of a satanist, who could see auras. He was walking past a church one day,

who’s doors were open, and looking inside he noticed the brightest aura he had ever seen around a man before. It intrigued him, so

he went inside to listen to the man speak. This man was a preacher and follower of Jesus Christ and after listening for awhile the

satanist decided to renounce satanism and follow Jesus Christ instead. He immediately lost the ability to see auras after his

conversion, and chalked that up to demon possession who were giving him that ability in the Rrst place.  It is my opinion that

ANYONE who can see other peoples auras are probably demon possessed.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM
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" I have seen aggression, lack of empathy, and other similar things where this had previously *Never!* been the case. " "Invasion of

the Body Snatchers", redux.
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Umearai, thank you for telling us your true experience.Wow! So tragic, so awful that this is happening.

Raythe4th, I believe in the biblical parallel and thank you for weighing that in. It is great to read that the satanist converted based

on the inouence of the light in that man. THat is a beautiful story. Personally,I believe very much that aura seeing is a gift, and that

it all depends on how the gift is used. When used to good avail and responsibly, it can be a great aid to humankind. It's okay of

course, if we agree to disagree and we can still always be friends with like minds!

Har1272 well said! God bless and be well! I look forward to reading everybody's thoughts and thank you all in advance! It is good to

see such a deep thinking and insightful community of people, my appreciation! :-)
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MMaster
Joined On 8/14/2021 1:37:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't put any stock in seeing auras, but clearly the way these shots tamper with the brain, it's bad news. It is going to mess with

the emotions, and the results won't be pretty. Clearly to my mind, they are tampering with God's image in the human being by

messing with the genes, through the mRNA, which contrary to their claims, can alter the DNA. And by the way, Raythe4th, I totally

agree with your assessment of the cause of the ability to see auras. Which means they may not even mean anything. The devil is a

great deceiver.
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Joined On 3/23/2021 11:44:36 AM
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CDS. See Andreas Kalcker - Healed 100's of thousands of COVID patients with an over 99% success rate. Andreas explains why CDS is

better than Ozone. www.brighteon.com/1beefdda-5c55-4b5b-bf36-3d72e403a921  According to Dr. Aryiana Love Dr. Henry Ealy - has

cured COVID vaccine injuries with 3 day water fast and nattokinase, proteolytic enzymes. Learn more about what's in the COVID jabs that

produce severe Rbrin clots from samples provided by a coroner Dr. Herschman and examined under microscopy by Mike Adams here.

www.brighteon.com/56a29c98-bf66-423e-9ce2-dc486d7fe019   And Dr. Aryiana Love

(www.brighteon.com/56a29c98-bf66-423e-9ce2-dc486d7fe019  ) Rnds some startling research that appears to be indicated by the

Hirschman samples. Love starts at 34:50. If these Rndings are accurate they should provide more insight into how to detox and heal from

the COVID assaults. And they explain why Henry Ealy's simple 3 day water fast/nattokinase proteolytic enzyme therapy is so effective.
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CP2020
Joined On 10/5/2021 7:36:02 AM
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You have to understand, this is all by design. The “vaccines” are about your death, not your health. How long does this take to sink in?
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM
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A healthy society is not a good business model for the Pharma-Medical cartel
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evedawn
Joined On 7/13/2011 6:31:03 AM
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I was just sick for 2 days; phlegm, fever, severe body aches. I am never sick. Never. I had body aches when I lived in Europe (heavily

sprayed). Moved to Canada and had body aches again since they started spraying where I live, in 2018. I don't believe in viruses (as they

are a piece of information in the form of a dna sequence) hopping on droplets and going from human to human. I do believe, and see,

they are spraying God knows what under the guise of blocking the sun. (If the latter was true then why on earth would they spray at

sunset?)
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chemtrails
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Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM
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Great comment. I have my own opinions as to what they are up to, but I think we can all agree that the oMcial narrative is a lie.
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Heimdall1
Joined On 9/5/2017 6:30:21 AM
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Covid19 was never an emergency in the place. The underlying condition, why Cov emerged should have been made the underlying

condition, but that couldn't be made public. A toxic body to clean, but therefore they've made it easy, that doctors don't get an education in

nutrition. The ones that have to rule the world, those culprits...
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Plume1152
Joined On 8/3/2012 8:28:29 PM
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After watching a Dr. Ardis video, I was prompted to test my home drinking water. Well let me tell youI used the tests that the federal

government sent us, never been opened. First, tested regular tap water - positive for Covid! Then used our Zero Water Rltered water,

tested positive for Covid!! So either my water has Covid in it, the test swab, the test strip or all of the above, so we’re screwed! Love my

country, detest my government!
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Never heard of a water quality test that detected the Covert 2019 Bologna Virus. Unless it is from the Corporation. Please obtain a

real water quality test from a reliable source.
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Or, perhaps the test is worthless.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As reliable as the pcr test.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/18/2022 7:16:18 PM

% Like  & Dislike

 

Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Actually, to get a false positive on a PCR test, all you need is a drop of water to contaminate the test sample. All you need to get a

false positive on the "rapid" antigen test is some citrus. School kids Rgured out how to use orange juice to get a false positive at

school so they could get out of school. They would force the OJ from their mouth into their nose just before getting swabbed. This

gives a false positive.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/18/2022 9:26:05 PM
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CRAIGMESA
Joined On 6/19/2006 8:35:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Buy yourself an ocular 60x or 100x the power and test the swab and strips! They have been found to contain grapheme oxide and

strange pathogens!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/19/2022 8:32:23 AM

% Like  & Dislike

 

chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am SO weary of 'cases' or 'testing' when the CDC, (criminal organization...but people look to them)..announced last year the PCR test

cannot differentiate between inouenza a or b and COVID. Kary Mullis so conveniently passed in August 19, but he shouted from the

rooftops the PCR was NEVER meant for live diagnosis of anything and with enough cycles you'll Rnd something in anyone. An African

President who has since died I believe, with 3 other country's leaders who turned down the injections, tested a goat and a piece of fruit

and they came back positive. I also recall when Musk tested himself 3 times in one day with different results. Graphs & tests still show

'cases'..I just do NOT understand why this fraud continues when the fraudsters themselves stated the truth for once.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/18/2022 11:11:05 AM

% Like  & Dislike

 

rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi chia, the US did phase out the original pcr testing last December 2021, with a newer version that supposedly separates out ou

vs covid. However, a shift has reportedly occurred: in some areas, the ou peaked in May! (way late), an adenovirus seems to be

spreading in other areas. So although people are getting sick, it may not be omicron but ou or another virus. it takes way too much

time to follow this closely...That's the big joke as nearly everyone is being played. Mostly its those who took the boosters that are

contracting omicron, if not, we have no idea.
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM
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rrealrose: Do you think it could be that those that have had their cells overwhelmed by the toxicity of the spike, graphene etc in the

injections are not hosting a new variant; but it is pure detoxiRcation? Overwhelmed cells purging themselves?
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM
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What Mullis was saying was that the PCR test is not a tool for diagnosis. The PCR test looks for viral DNA fragments. It doesn't

look for a live virus. So the test does conRrm you came in contact with Sars-cov-2, but it does not conRrm you have Covid19. If you

have a properly functioning immune system you would most likely wipe out this virus and never know you got infected, but you

would still test positive. Our corrupt medical system/government rewrote the rules to call this a "positive case". It's the future of

our government and the medical system. When all else fails, just lie, change all medical deRnitions, and change the rules.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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I'm not sorry but why would any rational being inject themself with ANY toxic substance at any age? People have done just Rne without

toxic drugs and harmful injections since Adam and Eve.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM
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It's called indoctrination. The public schools start indoctrinating the elementary students early on to eat the food pyramid, get

vaccines, never question a doctor, and home remedies/supplements don't work. As their brains get more developed they

brainwash them into "climate change" and "systemic racism".
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Arlen 1, and where are the parents during all this? I classify them as 100% responsible. If they can't counteract the lies with a

strong and proper upbringing, they need to homeschool regardless of the sacriRces encountered. What is more important, more

income or an intelligent, informed, well adjusted, healthy child?
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ina24275
Joined On 12/31/2013 8:14:27 AM
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An article like this needs to be aired on Prime Time TV instead of the garbage of rich people's divorces or half naked movie stars parading

around in million dollar dresses. Thanks Dr. Mercola, wonderful reporting.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM
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Not only do we have no idea what's in the shots, we have no idea how much variation there is from batch to batch - even to the point of

being totally different in design, purpose, and consequences. It's criminal to suggest injecting something into millions of people, including

babies and children, without a thorough ongoing analysis of contents, intentions, and consequences - short term, medium term, and long

term. What do we have now? We have a large number of undeRned "diseases" that need to be cured. And denial.
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM
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Early December 2021 saw my kitchen counter lined with the protocol of supplements for Rghting covid as I was feeling not so good and

was ready just-in-case. Sunday night I went to bed feeling off, Monday morning was down with aches and pains and a headache so

painful I was brought to tears. I took all that Dr. Mercola and others said to take including food nebulizing grade Hydrogen peroxide; but

also drank OJ with 1/4 teaspoon of cream of tartar which my daughter-in-love said to take. Each time I drank a small of this, I felt my

body restoring.

I also got out of bed no matter pain to open my windows to air out my bed and bedroom. I did lay down for long at all. By Wednesday

morning, I was able to take a short walk with my dogs. By Sunday, I was in church. How many people languished in their beds with covid

because they did not have a protocol to fall back on? How many? Shame, and I do not use this word easily, on all the doctors that left their

patients to languish or to die without any hone protocol.
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VanTheMan88
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I was reading about follow-ups to the Milgram Experiment recently, it's not only that people trust the authority or don't question it, but their

sense of responsibility wanes, as although they carry out the action - here that would be encouraging friends to get shots, they go to the

clinic of their own volition - they see authority Rgures as responsible. Not once have I heard anyone in my family (if I talk to them, that is)

take any personal responsibility in any of this. No apologies for telling me that what I said was "fake news", or for starting to say the

things I had told them a year or so prior, that "was a load of rubbish" - you can still get infected if you've had the shots, etc, etc.

I wouldn't mind if they were just to admit that they were wrong. They don't see it that way - in their mind, the information, the Science at

the time could have been wrong. But not themselves. Hence why they suffer, though they can't see that. With that distance from the

subject at hand, of course they couldn't engage with the topic to have any critical thinking regarding it whatsoever. I feel sorry for those

who tried their best to make a living without getting it but couldn't, maybe they couldn't retrain quickly enough, start their own company

successfully or Rnd an employer who would accept someone unvaxxed.

Who were forced to get the vaxx by "(an)other ulterior form of constraint or coercion", as it says in the Rrst article of the Nuremberg Code

- not being able to afford daily rapid antigen tests to go to the supermarket or work back when the price of test kits was so high (where I

live they are much cheaper now, and I only needed them twice a week back at the height of The Panic, not daily), etc Can anyone give me

advice? I am not good at forgiveness. To me, forgiveness can begin after I see someone take some personal responsibility, apologize for

what they did personally. Only after that can they, and those they made suffer, begin to heal
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BlueQuasilica
Joined On 1/9/2016 9:34:17 AM
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Hi and good day to all. Thank you again, Dr. Mercola, and to your dedicated team, for all your dedicated efforts throughout the years. We

deeply appreciate it. I already updated my previous ZIP Rle of COVID therapy protocols with today's article on my Proton Drive for later

reference. ( drive.proton.me/.../X7RKH1STVR  ) Feel free to share it far and wide as it will be updated as days go by and as time permits.
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human4life
Joined On 1/22/2021 8:57:18 AM
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BlueQuasilica, Thank you for your suggestion to create a Rle of Covid therapy on Proton Drive. I am really dumb about how to do

this. I have protonmail but did not know of this capability. I downloaded your linked zip Rle to my thumb drive, but can not open it. It

is very frustrating when I can't make tech work for me. Now that I have it I'll Rnd some time to work it out. This article is most

important to save and share (if people I know might be interested). Dr. Mercola has been a wealth of information. I have saved

articles on a thumb drive, but I like what you have as a way to Rnd it all in one place
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BlueQuasilica
Joined On 1/9/2016 9:34:17 AM
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@human4life: You're welcome. :-) Just use an archiving-decompressing software tool for the ZIP Rle. If I may recommend, you can

use the free and open-source software 7-Zip ( https://7-zip.org  ). Have a nice day ahead of you.
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randyblake
Joined On 7/3/2014 7:21:23 PM
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"Safe" is a word with zero measurable meaning. "Risk", however, can be determined and somewhat quantiRed. The word "safe" would have

to be associated with zero risk, which does not exist. So, the best you can do is determine the risks and then estimate the probability of

those risks occurring. As for "effective", the vaccines are deRnitely effective at causing injury, so that part is true. Whenever you see "safe"

and/or "effective", you are being manipulated.
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MMaster
Joined On 8/14/2021 1:37:23 AM
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Looking over their protocol in more detail, I have some serious problems with some of the recommendations, particularly Fluvoxamine,

which I would avoid like the plague! It's an SSRI, and these are known to cause homicidal and suicidal ideation, and have been implicated

in many mass shootings. SildenaRl is Viagra. Why would anyone want to take THAT to combat Covid vaccine injuries? Conspicuous by

their absence: nattokinase, serrapeptase, lumbrokinase, proteolytic enzymes, papain, bromelain. All enzymes. Taken on an empty

stomach, they will dissolve blood clots.
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I would advise caution with some of this. Aspirin gave me tinnitus, and that was the beginning of my hearing loss. Caution with

mindfulness and tai chi, which can be contrary to your religious faith, depending on how it is done. Yoga is contrary to the Christian faith

and the Sikh religion, among others. It is a religious practice (not an alternative health care method) that opens a person to spiritual

inouences he may not want. Anyone promoting yoga should also publish a disclaimer warning that it may not be compatible with your

religious faith. Low dose naltrexone requires a prescription.
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nairotci
Joined On 8/3/2017 6:45:28 AM
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I believe I had a problem with shedding. Early on, I went to a wedding where there were 300 people, many of whom had been fully

vaccinated. I sat with people in my family that had been fully vaccinated. The very next day, I had severe pain in my right upper leg. It was

excruciating. I did a bunch of things that I read about for shedding. I drank these concoctions as it was recommended. It took 4 months

for that horrible pain to go away. It never returned and I now stay away from vaccinated people all together.
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CRAIGMESA
Joined On 6/19/2006 8:35:24 AM
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Wow! I’ve heard the same thing, very strange my wife is vaccinated and I have had this pain on my right elbow and Rngers going on

for 2 months! She’s hard to stay away from and has no knowledge of this!
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JCMaster
Joined On 11/25/2020 2:46:07 PM
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Concerning shedding- I know it's happening because I am deRnitely affected. With me it's the asthma which has become much worse. I

have come to a point where I am avoiding contact with jabbed people as much as possible, even cutting out our mid-week prayer

meeting. Since I have taken these measures my asthma has stabilized again. Our daughter's menstrual cycle has been out of sync ever

since she is in close contact to jabbed class mates and teachers.
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liharlu
Joined On 9/22/2010 1:50:58 PM
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Thank you Dr. M for this great article to help lots of people. May God bless n protect you, your team n all the readers here always.

stevekirsch.substack.com/.../do-you-personally-know-someone-who  | https://www.grand-jury.net/
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jrh6690
Joined On 5/14/2017 8:42:59 PM
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Aside from the fact that Covid jabbed patients don't receive help from the hospitals, there's this: I've been living with a hernia for 2 years

because the US gov pays hospitals for every Covid death they report. I read it was $15k and 30k if patient was on a ventilator. How many

hospitals would just kill a 68 year old guy who has no family to support, for the money? IMO all of them. If the gov would pay hospitals for

helping vaxx injured patients it would help, but that won't happen, becuz the world is over-populated. In fact, that's the whole reason for

having a poisonous jab in the Rrst place!
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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The same number of hospitals that would kill a 68 year old guy with a large family to support. You are like George Bailey. Worth

more dead than alive to them.
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Brocephus
Joined On 8/3/2021 7:30:38 PM
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What’s in the shots?. The article mentions graphene oxide I’ve seen little information on this outside of the 5th columna’ and a Carrie

Madej video. Is there more information with substantive proof. Personally I think it’s possible, I would like some solid information

however. I Rnd it interesting that 30.1 million masks which were imported from China into Canada were recalled due to having graphene

in them  montreal.ctvnews.ca/health-canada-says-a-citizen-complaint-launched-ma..   Could the CCP be overseeing a covert operation

against its competitors by purposefully implanting GO and other harmful substances in foods, medicines, vitamins, medical products etc,

etc,,, I would only hope that western intelligence agencies tasked with protecting CIA, FBI , Homeland Security etc are paying attention

and haven’t been completely neutered by politically correct bs.
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ric5998
Joined On 3/23/2021 11:44:36 AM
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There is no doubt graphene oxides have been found in the vials. Learn more about what's in them from the clots coroners are

pulling out of people and the research of Dr. Aryiana Love here www.brighteon.com/56a29c98-bf66-423e-9ce2-dc486d7fe019  and

here. www.redvoicemedia.com/2022/06/shellRsh-venom-bioweapon-exposed-gorka-..
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lfmazz
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:17:33 PM
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Why does the Walgreen's data include data from "<=" 5 months for doses 2 and 3? I can only assume that it is there to obfuscate the

overarching Rnding that at no dose is the "vaccine" protective compared to be unvaccinated. This effect is particularly true for children

ages 5-17 where their risk of contracting COVID-19 is substantially greater than not being vaccinated at all 5 months or more after doses

2 and 3. The larger question is this: Why is Walgreen's pretending to be a pubic health organization when they have a particular monetary

interest in testing?
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When Gobal Monopoly Predator Corporations have taken over the government it has all become a monetary interest, testing

becomes not just unwanted, but unnecessary by those same entities.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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Today's news: A Walgreens Employee Was Accused Of Killing His Teenage Coworker Who Had Rejected His Advances

 www.msn.com/en-us/news/crime/a-walgreens-employee-was-accused-of-killi..  I refuse to shop at Walgreens. Too many bad

experiences. I fear litigation if I say much more, but am still entitled to my own opinion. If you still have a family-run neighborhood

pharmacy, please support them. -And compounding pharmacies. We need more decentralization and control over our own health

care choices. That is, if you consider yourself a free individual and not a proRt unit or ward of the state.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM
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They are simply acknowledging the vaccine is ineffective after 5 months. If you are already jabbed, you must get rejabbed every 4

to 6 months just to keep your chances of infection EQUAL to the unvaccinated. I don't see anything in their data that suggests they

are promoting or discrediting the numbers. A lot of antivaxxers, like myself, have been sharing the link to Walgreen's Covid19 Index

to prove the vaccines don't work.
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Jen47
Joined On 5/9/2007 4:37:43 PM
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"IF" all the 'truths' in this article that the FDA and Governments KNEW all the "bad/illegal/immoral" damage that was/is being done to the

public WHY IS NO ONE IN JAIL OR LIVING WAITING FOR THE DEATH PENALTY??? WHY????
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GoldCoaster
Joined On 4/20/2009 11:20:19 AM
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I watch Steven Colbert but one the one thing I'm sick of, is how he continues to push the shots. One repulsive joke included the comment

that anti-vaxxers have a low IQ. I wonder why he is so obsessed with promoting the shot. I think I heard several show hosts do this also?
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StarPowerVitD
Joined On 4/19/2021 7:44:27 AM
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There is a common misunderstanding related to the fate of the spike proteins determined by whether they are infected or injected. This

work is from Robert Malone, Kory, Senoff and others. Natural infection engages a more robust immune response as the Rrst line mucosal

mechanisms are engaged. Whereas bypassing the mucosal stage of immunity via injection of artiRcial mRNA replicating spike proteins

leads to faulty immunity. This is why the vaxxed continue to get sick from covid. Furthermore the vax disrupts mucosal (innate) immunity

and adaptive immunity by training the immune system to recognize only a component of covid (the spike) and nothing else. This results

in an immune system that is vulnerable to repeated infection from covid yet its owner thinks they are protected. A more perfect immune

system foul up could not have been designed that what has happened with the covid injections.
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farmercist
Joined On 8/6/2007 8:53:55 AM
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I don't know if there is a way known to dissolve the rubbery looking "clots" though.
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Jen47
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MAYBE HONEY AND VINEGAR?
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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Shortages... we have all been observing supply chain and production breakdowns for a while. Perhaps most obvious to parents was

distance learning for their locked down children. Food shortages--and high prices--are hard to ignore, even if you are largely self-reliant.

(The last time I was in a supermarket, every cart had cases of bottled water, too.) If you leave home, you are aware of transportation
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(The last time I was in a supermarket, every cart had cases of bottled water, too.) If you leave home, you are aware of transportation

problems--high gas prices and canceled oights. Many meds are already in short supply... more about that later. (?) This is not yet over

folks. It can only get worse for a long time. There are 2 more areas you need to be prepared for.

One is energy shortages--not just fuels, but electricity. Whatever you use for your home. This may not be an issue if you live near the

equator, but people in northern climates need to plan ahead. Think of your heat and all the household appliances. (First, it was food

facilities burning. Now, it is energy and power facilities.) The other area is currency changes (digital) and surveillance of your spending

habits and purchases. Time is short. Do what you still can to be prepared. There could come a time when you are not able or allowed to

leave your home.
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Thank God there are some medical heroes out there.
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Protect yourself for sure...it's the ONLY option we have going forward. Seeing the little elf narcissist Fauci via zoom on Thursday asking

for more of "our" money to fund more gain of function research in China and develop more experimental injections was telling. The

audacity after 2.6 years of what he is complicit in doing to humanity is surreal. How these criminals get away with it all is truly

disheartening considering what we know has happened to humanity and unfortunately will continue with all these same criminals in all

the same positions. Take care of thyself!
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I commend the work of these doctors,..these are real doctors Drs. Pierre Kory and Paul Marik. Their work is stellar and gives much

needed answers to neutralize the lies we have been told by not just PRzer, Moderna and J&J,..but our own government through the

agencies that were created to protect the public,..instead they are part of the evil scheme.  But,...Until the focus is taken away from the

ingredients and eMciency and affects the mRNA might have on the physical body,...it is now obvious the reason for the jab had nothing to

do with a virus.  Until the majority begin to see what this manufactured v***ine/jab program really is then the individual is stuck with a

game of mental gymnastics with themselves.  Its time that the public through legal means goes after these pieces of human garbage

called pharmaceutical companies and their CEO's and any and all other individuals .
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These doctors are a waste of time. They seem to cover themselves and not understand the human body. They haven’t quoted the patents

from Karen Kingston. It probably is too hard for them to hear from non-trained so called health trained people. Ivermectin kills cancer but

also fenbendazola both address the viruses but into the body by other vaccines. Watch for all things the fda has stopped like ivermectin

but also they stopped shipments of ambrotose which can detox all metals put into body. They tried to stop NACas well - chlorine dioxide

fulvic acid solvern silver etc. let’s hear from non mds that aren’t sold on pharma answers. If they understood genetically modiRed food

they would understand how being close to vaccinated people are affecting others. They don’t understand genetically modiRed food to

understand why people shouldn’t be around vaccinated people
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Dena1219
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:24:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The FDA bigwigs need to held accountable for allowing a genocide. Dr Mercola needs to interview Dr. Delgado of La Quinta Columna,
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Safe and effective" = "dangerous misinformation". Use their jargon against them, the CDC, WHO, BigPharma, the media....it is time

to turn the tables!
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CRAIGMESA
Joined On 6/19/2006 8:35:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Keep going down the rabbit hole neighbor! They have an agenda and they are moving fast because people are waking up to their

genocide! As a reader posted ! Chemtrails and haarp are two of their weapons of choice! God help us all!!
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lco2589
Joined On 2/25/2019 4:39:13 AM
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How long do they think these "vaccinated" people shed?
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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Dr. Simone Gold Sentenced to Prison For Speaking with Megaphone Inside US Capitol on January 6

www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/06/dr-simone-gold-sentenced-prison-speak..
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Now that we know that there are nanotubes/nanowires, transmitters & receivers in the jabs, HOW are people getting MRIs?....These

products in the bodies of the jabbed enhance radiation.... Embalmers with Mike Adams certainly revealed what is in those that have died

and patents poured over by others have revealed exactly what these poisons consist of. It would seem to me MRIs would be off limits!!...
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Joined On 11/17/2020 10:31:25 AM
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What about Novavax jabs? Being used apparently with success, is there available data on its eMcacy and any potential harm?
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ric5998
Joined On 3/23/2021 11:44:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Novavax suffers the same fate as all vaccines. The source of autoimmunity is the foreign genetic material in cells used to culture

it. See James Lyons-weiler's COVID-19 and Pathogenic Priming article to better understand the immunogenicity of using synthetic

or foreign peptides in vaccines. www.brighteon.com/3ebb8f6c-9d39-49ac-a0e2-37e4da885d6c
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I wouldn’t trust any vaxx
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Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM
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The countries that approved Novavax early on are now seeing some of the highest infection rates. S.Korea is a perfect example.

They were between 125th and 150th place for total infections up until 5 months ago. They are now in like 8th or 9th place for total

infections and their entire population is just slightly more than the state of CA. So they went from the best country in the civilized

world to the 8th worst in just 5 months. They used Novavax predominantly because of that vaccine wasn't mRNA based. However,

they have no other side effect and it appears there's no increase in death rate. The biggest problem with Novavax, it appears, is the

fact that it was developed for the alpha/beta variant. It's 2 years obsolete. So getting the Novavax jab provides you nothing in the

way of protection from covid19, but it might provide you with a piece of paper saying your a good little do gooder.
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BlueQuasilica
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Is that a typo? ("easting" or eating)
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A typo
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fasting
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Joined On 10/16/2012 2:19:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I recently found Nemechek COVID protocol online, which applies to both covid vaccine injuries and long haul covid patients. They claim

that autonomic system damage (particularly vagus nerve dysfunction evidenced by thickening on neck ultrasound) is responsible for

heart pounding, palpitations, arrhythmias, diMculty breathing (shortness of breath), digestive issues, cold/heat intolerance, anxiety,

insomnia etc. The best treatment to decrease vagus nerve inoammation and regenerate and repair the damage is TVNS (transcutaneous

vagus nerve stimulation). There are youtube vodeo instructions. All you have to do is buy TENS 7000 on amazon and ear clips (black

padded).

Red wire goes on ear clip and clips on left ear (cymba concha better than tragus). Set parameters to 200 msec (some studies used 250,

most used 200). I use 3 or 5 Hz if before sleep (delta wave - deepest trans state), or 10 Hz if not before sleep (theta wave - relaxation,

healing). Some studies used 20 and 25 Hz, you have to try different ones for yourself and see what works best. Use time is 5 min 1-3/day

(go low and slow). I have been using this and achieved great results, so happy I found this and wanted to share it here... After PRzer I had

heart problems, SOB and many other symptoms, they are going away!
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Great article, Dr. Mercola. The following link only conRrms your article:

2ndsmartestguyintheworld.substack.com/p/israel-sees-70-spike-in-number..   Dr. Kory is the real deal. If anyone wants some insight into

his character, just read the link below. After you’re done, you’ll know exactly what type of man he is.

pierrekory.substack.com/.../nursing-reports-from-the-front-lines  As for what’s in the shots, pick up a Bible and read Daniel 2:43 They’re

mixing iron (nanotechnology) with miry clay (humanity) This is an attempt to mix the dna of man with fallen angels. See for yourself: And

whereas thou sawest iron mixed with miry clay, they shall mingle themselves with the seed of men: but they shall not cleave one to

another, even as iron is not mixed with clay. Daniel 2:43
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Thank you for the book of Daniel reference!
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I totally agree. Dr. Kory is the real deal. It amazes me to see anyone like him succeed. The deck is stacked against him.
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What exactly is shed by those who take the covid bio-weapon injection? Do shedding victims produce the spike proteins? Do they shed to

3rd parties, 4th, 5th, indeRnitely? If so, do they shed exactly the same thing as original shedders?
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Add as Friend  Send Message

From the article, it sounds like they can, or could, shed the spike protein that their body produces. Good question about whether

the unvaxxed can also shed it if it goes into our body.
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StandFastPats
Joined On 1/24/2021 1:32:24 PM
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Hi Mark, August 2021 and no jabs, I developed shingles. I can't remember ever having chicken pox! Then developed a weird thing

with my toes and Rngers like chilblains. Someone mentioned a new phenomenom called Covid Toes, which is being touted by

government paid scientists as another sign one has Covid! Anyway, I had been driving some of hubby's co-workers from A to B all

fully jabbed and believe I was "shed on".  PS...one of them developed blood clots. He still went back for the 2nd and 3rd jabs. His

daughter is a nurse! "Stupid is, as stupid does.." as Forrest Gump's Mother astutely commented!
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They are shedding the spike proteins produced by the mRNA that was incorporated into their cells - not the mRNA which is the

active part of the so called vaccine. There is no second party shedding, as no mRNA has been delivered to them. Though all of us

second parties have been unwillingly "vaccinated" and harmed by these spikes, we will not, in turn, be shedding.
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The Walgreens or any similar data using "covid-19" tests really aren't meaningful, are they? All the tests used are unreliable, inaccurate,

giving false positives, etc. The PCI was not designed to be used as a test, etc.  Also, to say the "vaccines" are a genetically altered form of

the "covid-19" virus is to say they are genetically altered forms of a bioweapon that, itself, was genetically altered to be weaponized. All

these people involved in creating the virus, creating and pushing the "vaccines" and then gaslighting and refusing to help those injured,

and those who prevented people from safe effective treatments for "covid-19" such as monoclonal antibodies and Ivermectin - ALL of

them need to be hanged publicly after a swift trial. We saw what they did. We're all witnesses.
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Joined On 11/19/2010 8:00:17 AM
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Walgreens and all other drug companies are just that "companies" and run for "proRt"! They don't have halos, wings or even a good

set of moral standards!!! I was at my regular docs oMce time before last...was told that I have congestive heart failure and stage 3

acute kidney disease. So...he "suggested" that I take Farxiga (even went so far as to offer "free" samples). He KNOWS I'm a stickler

for researching health issues so he told me about a couple of studies that had proven the Farxiga to help keep progression of

BOTH diseases down and "PREVENT" further damage. Said I should look up or 'research' it online--well, GUESS WHO DID THE

STUDIES??? AstraZeneca and Bristol-Myers Squibb Company !!! Does THIS TELL ANYONE ANYTHING??? Tells me that these

pharmaceutical companies are in charge of EDUCATING our doctors!!! And how many of our innocents are looking to these same

doctors for help??? SICKENING!!!
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Your attention please. Corporations are Rctional entities. They cannot have morals or ethics. They have a Rduciary responsibility to

make as much proRt as possible for the shareholders. The board of directors, while being human, still have that same

responsibility. Employees good or evil, honest or dishonest, ethical or unethical are shrouded behind the corporate veil. If they go

against the narrative, they may be terminated. Therefore, there is zero accountability. Everything can be blamed on this Rctional,

non living entity which may be an uncontrollable monster.

The public used to be able to have some control when a corporation would have a bad reputation, sales and proRts would decrease

until the corporation redeemed itself and repaired its image. Nowadays, you have Amazon, Walmart, Monsanto, Bayer, etc. with

horrible reputations dominating their markets and earning obscene proRts. Reputation no longer matters. Consumers worship at

the altar of low prices, convenience and instant gratiRcation. Everyone is looking for "fair". Sadly, the only fair existing in this

country sells cotton candy.
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Joined On 4/22/2009 11:50:23 AM
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Could someone please provide a direct link to the Tea Time video on Rumble in this post? I could not get it by right clicking on the video.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't use rumble that often, here's the main website posting: live.childrenshealthdefense.org/.../M_ZQAnza8d  - see if this works

for you.
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@rrealrose Thanks so much! It works!
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My daughter is a child development oMcer in a nursery, all the staff are vaxxed and bosted, except my daughter, most of the staff have

had covid more than once. Could the other members of staff be causing my daughter to have colds every other month? Could their covid

or vax shedding be the cause?
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Yes; although, a more accurate term would be 'transmission'.
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Maritt
Joined On 12/14/2010 8:19:52 AM
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L-lysine and high dose vitamin C would reduce the incidence of colds.
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Randyfast - thank you Maritt - thank you
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TonyRyan
Joined On 2/7/2010 10:51:00 PM
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On intermittent fasting, over a couple of years of experimentation, I have found that terminating food at 9 PM and having my Rrst meal at

5 or 6 pm the next day, produces optimum impact. I do this once weekly, but apparently once a month is OK. I prefer once per week

because I consider the risks to our health from a multitude of toxins is so immense, I would prefer to err on the side of caution.

To warriormom... can I suggest you go to oziz4oziz.com/ (Australia Fights Back) and read "Health Issues" and "The Autism Controversy". I

wrote this information and I have no relevant qualiRcations whatsoever, but I am a veteran researcher and a health product consumer, and

I have condensed the Rndings of a wide swathe of sources, including Joe Mercola (who was the Rrst).

Thanks Joe. But in case you are precipitant, I am convinced there is no safe vaccine. In fact, the evidence screams these do not work at

all. Vaccines are a fraud. Every single one. No exceptions. And, yes, this shocked me too. As one expert of integrity testiRed, he treats

autism but has never encountered autism in an unvaccinated child.
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Bailey17
Joined On 12/29/2019 8:22:31 PM
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Can somebody please help me out here? Why don't we know what's in the shots? Nobody heard of Abby's Mr. Mass Spec on NCIS? Even

when I was in high school 65 years ago we had mass spectrometers which are supposed to identify whatever is in anything, or so I

thought. It may be illegal to obtain a dose and do this, but what's to stop a determined person from doing it in some country with different

laws and enforcement? I mean really, it makes no sense whatever to me for the world to awash in this poison and NOBODY has analyzed

it? As FJB would say, c'mon man1
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